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At 08:03 on the morning of Valentine's Day 2013, news broke that Oscar Pistorius, the Paralympic superstar known as the "Blade Runner,"
had shot and killed his girlfriend at his luxury home in Pretoria, South Africa. Within minutes, the story reverberated around the world as
banners flashed across television screens broadcasting global news networks. At first glance, it appeared to be a heart-wrenching, tragic
accident. The athlete had mistaken beautiful Reeva Steenkamp for an intruder. But as the morning unfolded, a second version of events
began to reveal itself, indicating that the country's celebrated icon, its "Golden Boy," may have murdered his model girlfriend in a fit of rage. In
this vivid and insightful narrative, South African journalists Mandy Wiener and Barry Bateman reveal the true story of Oscar Pistorius and
Reeva Steenkamp, from that horrific night to the announcement of the shocking verdict. Drawing on evidence from the trial as well as on-theground interviews with family and friends of Oscar and Reeva, this is the authoritative account of one of the most high-profile trials of the 21st
century, from the night of the killings to the controversial verdict. .
WHY versus WHY NOT? Why did God place us in a world full of pleasures if we aren’t meant to pursue them all? In an imaginative dialogue,
Oscar Wilde asks Jesus Christ to respond to this question about critical lifestyle choices. Their talk vividly illustrates the arguments for both
sensual pleasure-seeking and moral moderation. Playwright, dramatist, poet, critic—Wilde openly defied the mores of Victorian society. His
literary repartee fueled an “if it feels good, do it” humanistic philosophy that is still prevalent in the world today. SO WHAT does JESUS
SAY?
The definitive account of the rise and fall of South African Olympic and Gold Medal-winning Paralympic sprinter Oscar Pistorius, from his
personal and athletic success to the murder charge that rocked the world and put both the man, and post-Apartheid South Africa, on trial.
Oscar Pistorius made history as the first amputee to compete against able-bodied runners at the 2012 London Olympics. A hero in his native
South Africa, the “Blade Runner” as he is known for his futuristic prosthetic legs, became a global icon of resilience and determination. But
less than a year later, Pistorius rocked the world once again when he shot his girlfriend, model Reeva Steenkamp, through a closed bathroom
door in the early hours of February14, 2013. Charged with murder, he claimed self-defense, contending that he had acted in a blind panic,
imagining an intruder had broken in. But as the investigation moved to trial—during which the prosecution sought to prove that he killed her in
a rage after an argument—a picture emerged of a traumatized individual fascinated with guns and assailed, behind the heroic facade, by
anguish and self-doubt. Acclaimed journalist John Carlin follows the trials of this fallen champion, detailing his fraught upbringing, his almost
superhuman rise to athletic glory, and the mysterious circumstances surrounding Steenkamp’s death. At the center of Pistorius’s story is
South Africa—a young democracy stained by a history of racial disparity and levels of criminal violence that are among the highest in the
world. Thoughtful and probing, Chase Your Shadow offers a piercing look at this intriguing modern tragedy, bringing to life a complex figure
and the troubled land that shaped him.
This cult classic of gonzo journalism is the best chronicle of drug-soaked, addle-brained, rollicking good times ever committed to the printed
page. It is also the tale of a long weekend road trip that has gone down in the annals of American pop culture as one of the strangest
journeys ever undertaken. Now a major motion picture from Universal, directed by Terry Gilliam and starring Johnny Depp and Benicio del
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Toro.
Wilde's witty and buoyant comedy of manners, filled with some of literature's most famous epigrams, reprinted from an authoritative British
edition. Considered Wilde's most perfect work.
Borrowing its title from Oscar Wilde’s essay "The Decay of Lying," this study engages questions of fraudulent authorship in the literary
afterlife of Oscar Wilde. The unique cultural moment of Wilde’s early-twentieth-century afterlife, Gregory Mackie argues, afforded a space for
marginal and transgressive forms of literary production that, ironically enough, Wilde himself would have endorsed. Beautiful Untrue Things
recovers the careers of several forgers who successfully inhabited the persona of the Victorian era’s most infamous homosexual and
arguably its most successful dramatist. More broadly, this study tells a larger story about Oscar Wilde’s continued cultural impact at a
moment when he had fallen out of favour with the literary establishment. It probes the activities of a series of eccentric and often outrageous
figures who inhabited Oscar Wilde’s much-mythologized authorial persona – in forging him, they effectively wrote as Wilde – in order to argue
that literary forgery can be reimagined as a form of performance. But to forge Wilde and generate "beautiful untrue things" in his name is not
only an exercise in role-playing – it is also crucially a form of imaginative world-making, resembling what we describe today as fan fiction.
In February 2013 the news of successful model Reeva Steenkamp's fatal shooting by her boyfriend and global sporting star Oscar Pistorius
stunned the world. Over the ensuing months, as Pistorius appeared in court, applied for bail and was eventually put on trial, every detail that
emerged was analysed, debated, justified and digested. The world was haunted by the events as they were repeated and discussed at
length. Public perception vacillated from version to version and from hour to hour. Finally, Judge Masipa found him to be not guilty of
premeditated murder - but guilty of culpable homicide. Written by Mandy Weiner and Barry Batemen, the go-to journalists on the case for the
world's media, Behind the Door is a compelling narrative that meticulously unpacks the evidence that has been so heavily scrutinised on all
sides. But more than that, this book seeks to go beyond the facts of the case in search of the wider context behind this shocking tragedy: the
back story of the police investigation, the nature of the South African criminal justice system, the culture of violence in South Africa and the
need of society to create flawed heroes who are destined to fail. Vivid and gripping, Behind the Door is the most authoritative and insightful
account of what really happened behind closed doors that fateful Valentine's morning.
In this new installment in the engaging mystery series Booklist called “pitch-perfect” and “enthralling”—currently in development as a BBC
television series—the incomparable playwright, novelist, raconteur, and now ex-convict Oscar Wilde faces his most fiendishly puzzling case
yet. Oscar Wilde has fled to France after his release from Reading Gaol. Tonight he is sharing a drink and the story of his cruel imprisonment
with a mysterious stranger. Oscar has endured the treadmill, solitary confinement, censored letters, no writing materials. Yet even in the
midst of such deprivation, his astonishing detective powers remain undiminished—and when first a brutal warder and then the prison chaplain
are found murdered, who else should the governor turn to for help other than Reading Gaol’s most celebrated inmate?

He did not wear his scarlet coat, For blood and wine are red, And blood and wine were on his hands When they found him with the
dead, The poor dead woman whom he loved, And murdered in her bed. He walked amongst the Trial Men In a suit of shabby grey;
A cricket cap was on his head, And his step seemed light and gay; But I never saw a man who looked So wistfully at the day. I
never saw a man who looked With such a wistful eye Upon that little tent of blue Which prisoners call the sky, And at every drifting
cloud that went With sails of silver by.
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Concise and illuminating articles explore Oscar Wilde's life and work in the context of the turbulent landscape of his time.
Presents the text of a drama focused on the trial and imprisonment of Oscar Wilde
THE STORY: In early 1895, the Marquess of Queensberry, the father of Wilde's young lover, Lord Alfred Douglas, left a card at
Wilde's club bearing the phrase posing somdomite. Wilde sued the Marquess for criminal libel. The defense denounced Wild
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In
How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
The most comprehensive collection of photographs and images of Wilde--compiled by his only grandson. Oscar Wilde was one of
the first and unquestionably one of the greatest self-publicists who ever lived. With that exceptional streak of modernity that
characterized much of his life and work, he understood the power of the image in his campaign to promote the self. As early as his
Oxford days, he had himself photographed with his contemporaries in loud checked suits of the latest fashion. The Wilde Album
now publishes more of these images of Oscar than have ever been seen together before, as well as later photographs, some
previously unpublished, from the family archive, including rare snapshots of Oscar in his last years in Italy; the famous sitting in
New York for Napoleon Sarony in fur coat and velvet suit; and the good, the bad, and the vicious caricatures, cartoons, and
lithographs. In the accompanying text, Merlin Holland examines Wilde's life as reflected in the photographs and images, paying
particular attention to his relationships with friends, family, and lovers, as well as the profound influence of his Irish upbringing. He
also investigates the reasons for the adverse opinions his work engered and the background to the famous legal battles that finally
led to imprisonment and exile.
The 35 most famous trials of the 20th century, as recorded by the people who were there including Truman Capote, Norman
Mailer, Brian Masters, Damon Runyon and other star turns in true crime writing. Among the cases featured: the longest ever US
trial, of deadly duo Bianchi and Buono for the Hillside Stranglings of 12 young women; Brady and Hindley - the iconic case of
multiple child murder by a couple obsessed with sadism, Nazism and pornography; America's trial of the 1990s - O.J. Simpson;
the media frenzy around Bruno Hauptmann's alleged kidnap and murder of the infant son of American hero, Charles Lindbergh;
gagged press during the 1968 trial of eleven-year-old Mary Bell, convicted for killing two little boys; Oscar Wilde - one of the
earliest trials to earn blanket press coverage; and the nine-month trial of 'one of the most evil, satanic men who ever walked the
face of the earth', Charles Manson.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation.
Determined to take his future into his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high
school where the only other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary
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of a Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect
the character's art, chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the
life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color
interior art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.
Things have never been easy for Oscar. A ghetto nerd living with his Dominican family in New Jersey, he's sweet but disastrously overweight.
He dreams of becoming the next J.R.R. Tolkien and he keeps falling hopelessly in love. Poor Oscar may never get what he wants, thanks to
the Fukú - the curse that has haunted his family for generations. With dazzling energy and insight Díaz immerses us in the tumultuous lives of
Oscar; his runaway sister Lola; their beautiful mother Belicia; and in the family's uproarious journey from the Dominican Republic to the US
and back. Rendered with uncommon warmth and humour, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao is a literary triumph, that confirms Junot
Díaz as one of the most exciting writers of our time.
Nicholas Frankel presents a revisionary account of Oscar Wilde's final years, spent in poverty and exile in Europe following his release from
an English prison for the crime of gross indecency between men. Despite repeated setbacks and open hostility, Wilde--unapologetic and
even defiant--attempted to rebuild himself as a man, and a man of letters.
Oscar Wilde and Modern Culture: The Making of a Legend explores the meteoric rise, sudden fall, and legendary resurgence of an
immensely influential writer’s reputation from his hectic 1881 American lecture tour to recent Hollywood adaptations of his dramas. Always
renowned—if not notorious—for his fashionable persona, Wilde courted celebrity at an early age. Later, he came to prominence as one of the
most talented essayists and fiction writers of his time. In the years leading up to his two-year imprisonment, Wilde stood among the foremost
dramatists in London. But after he was sent down for committing acts of “gross indecency” it seemed likely that social embarrassment would
inflict irreparable damage to his legacy. As this volume shows, Wilde died in comparative obscurity. Little could he have realized that in five
years his name would come back into popular circulation thanks to the success of Richard Strauss’s opera Salome and Robert Ross’s
edition of De Profundi. With each succeeding decade, the twentieth century continued to honor Wilde’s name by keeping his plays in
repertory, producing dramas about his life, adapting his works for film, and devising countless biographical and critical studies of his writings.
This volume reveals why, more than a hundred years after his demise, Wilde’s value in the academic world, the auction house, and the
entertainment industry stands higher than that of any modern writer.
New Shakespeare biographies are published every year, though very little new documentary evidence has come to light. Inevitably
speculative, these biographies straddle the line between fact and fiction. Shakespeare and His Biographical Afterlives explores the
relationship between fiction and non-fiction within Shakespeare’s biography, across a range of subjects including feminism, class politics,
wartime propaganda, children’s fiction, and religion, expanding beyond the Anglophone world to include countries such as Germany and
Spain, from the seventeenth century to present day.
Blade Runner is the inspirational memoir of Oscar Pistorius. Discover his incredible, emotional journey from disabled toddler to international
sports phenomenon. At eleven months old, Oscar Pistorius had both his legs amputated below the knee. His mother wrote a letter to be read
by Oscar when he was grown up: 'A loser is not one who runs last in the race. It is the one who sits and watches, and has never tried to run.'
On discovering that their son had been born with no fibulae, Oscar's parents made the difficult decision to have both his legs amputated,
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giving him the best possible chance of a normal life. Oscar received his first pair of prosthetic legs at just seventeen months, made
specifically for him. From then on he became invincible: running, climbing and, with the encouragement of his older brother, getting into any
mischief he could. Throughout the course of his life, Oscar has battled to overcome extraordinary difficulties to prove that, with the right
attitude, anything is possible. Blade Runner charts the extraordinary development of one of the most gifted sportsmen and inspirational
figures on the planet - from immobilised child to world-class sprinter.
This volume of Poems and Poems in Prose inaugurates the Oxford English Texts Complete Works of Oscar Wilde. It provides texts of Wilde's
one-hundred and nineteen poems and poems in prose, including twenty-one never published in his lifetime, together with the publishing
history of each poem, and a detailed commentary on allusions and echoes, imagery, and points of biographical interest.
In the summer of 1894 Oscar Wilde spent eight weeks in Worthing, and it was during this family holiday that he wrote his masterpiece, The
Importance of Being Earnest. The Worthing holiday was a microcosm of Wilde's turbulent life during the three years between his falling in
love with Lord Alfred Douglas in 1892 and his imprisonment in 1895. Constance Wilde, lonely and depressed, became emotionally involved
with her husband s publisher, to whom she wrote a love letter on the day he visited the Wildes in Worthing. Meanwhile Wilde was spending
much of his time with the feckless and demanding Douglas, and with three teenage boys he took out sailing, swimming and fishing. One of
these boys was Alphonse Conway, with whom Wilde had a sexual relationship, and about whom he was to be questioned at length and to
damaging effect in court six months later when he sued Douglas's father, the Marquess of Queensberry, for libel. This book tells for the first
time the full story of the Worthing summer, set in the context of the three years of Wilde's life before his downfall. In the final chapter the
author reassesses the trials, offering fresh insights into Wilde s attitude to the boys and young men with whom he had sexual relations. There
are fifty-six illustrations, over thirty of which are photographs of Worthing as it was in Wilde s time, and three contemporary maps of the town.
This celebrated masterpiece is Oscar Wilde’s only novel. A mesmerizing tale of horror and suspense, it has endured due to its artful prose
and the philosophical questions it raises, as well as the scandal it caused upon its initial publication in 1890. Written in his distinctively
dazzling manner and combining aspects of a Gothic horror novel and decadent French fiction, Wilde forges a devastating account of the
effects of evil and depravity on a fashionable young man in late 19th century England who sells his soul in exchange for eternal youth and
beauty. A concept that Wilde derived from the German legend of Faust, Gray is the subject of a portrait by painter Basil Hallward who deems
his subject’s beauty to be inconceivably great. Rather than having to age himself, an egotistical Dorian wishes for the painting to age instead
of him so that he can retain his youthful good looks. Gray plunges into a life of vice and debauchery with its sole aim being pleasure. His body
retains perfect youth and vigor while the portrait changes day by day into a ghastly chronicle of evil, documenting each of his sins with its
appearance, which he must keep hidden from the world. This spellbinding novel tale that warns its readers of the dangers that come with
narcissism, self-indulgence, and ignorance still ranks as one of Wilde's most important works. Of Gray’s relationship to him, Wilde noted
“Basil Hallward is what I think I am: Lord Henry what the world thinks me: Dorian what I would like to be—in other ages, perhaps.”

In the early hours of Valentine's Day 2013, Olympic athlete Oscar Pistorius killed his girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp,
shooting her multiple times while she cowered behind the locked door of their bathroom. His trial has attracted more
international media attention and public scrutiny than any since that of OJ Simpson. What went on behind the scenes
though? And what was the real Reeva like, away from the photo shoots and the attention of the media? A beautiful 29
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year old from Port Elizabeth, Reeva graduated as a lawyer and campaigned for human rights causes before deciding to
try the world of modelling in South Africa's most vibrant city. Her relationship with international hero Oscar Pistorius
seemed like a fairy tale of triumph over adversity - double amputee turned champion athlete meets small town girl with
beauty and brains wanting to make her mark on the world. No one could have predicted the tragic and horrifying
conclusion to that fairy tale. Reeva's mother, June Steenkamp, has kept a dignified silence throughout the long months
since she received the phone call every mother dreads. In this painfully honest and unflinching account of Reeva's life,
she talks about what really went on in her mind as she sat in the packed Pretoria court room day after day and how she
is coping in the aftermath of the verdict. Reeva is the only true insider's account of this tragic story.
The dramatic story of the legal and emotional battle that raged between two of Oscar Wilde's closest friends – both
former lovers – following the playwright's death
For Wilde, as for many people, reading could be as powerful and transformative an experience as falling in love. He
devoured books, talked books, luxuriated in books and lavished books on his friends- they played, too, a vital part in his
seductions of young men. Oscar's Books tells the story of Wilde's life through his reading, from his childhood in Dublin,
where he was nurtured on Celtic myth, Romantic poetry and Irish folklore; through his undergraduate years in which he
built his intellect out of books; to prison, where his friends supplied him with literature which saved his sanity; to his final
years in Paris where he consoled himself with old favourites such as Flaubert and Balzac. Fresh, utterly engaging and
wholly original, Oscar's Books is an entirely new kind of biography.
This book reads Oscar Wilde as a queer theorist and Wilfred Owen as his symbolic son. It centers on the concept of
'male procreation', or the generation of new ideas through an erotic but non-physical connection between two men, and it
sees Owen as both a product and a continuation of this Wildean tradition.
An entirely new kind of biography, Built of Books explores the mind and personality of Oscar Wilde through his taste in
books This intimate account of Oscar Wilde's life and writings is richer, livelier, and more personal than any book
available about the brilliant writer, revealing a man who built himself out of books. His library was his reality, the source of
so much that was vital to his life. A reader first, his readerly encounters, out of all of life's pursuits, are seen to be as
significant as his most important relationships with friends, family, or lovers. Wilde's library, which Thomas Wright spent
twenty years reading, provides the intellectual (and emotional) climate at the core of this deeply engaging portrait. One of
the book's happiest surprises is the story of the author's adventure reading Wilde's library. Reminiscent of Jorge Luis
Borges's fictional hero who enters Cervantes's mind by saturating himself in the culture of sixteenth-century Spain,
Wright employs Wilde as his own Virgilian guide to world literature. We come to understand how reading can be an
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extremely sensual experience, producing a physical as well as a spiritual delight.
With its thirty-three previously unpublished Oscar Wilde letters and its poignant recollections of a man as spontaneous,
humane, and sincere as he was prodigiously witty, Vyvyan Holland's memoir of his famous father has come to be
regarded as a biographical classic in Wildean studies. Sharply observed, vivid, and dispassionate, it offers not only an
unforgettable portrait of Wilde himself, his circle of friends, and his band of persecutors, but also a touching chronicle of
Holland's own childhood, of the loneliness he experienced as the son of a remarkable, notorious father and of his
emergence from the shadows of cruel injustice and dark scandal. "Fascinating for the light it sheds on Wilde's Oxford
days and on his domestic life." - Atlantic Monthly "A strange chronicle . . . of considerable literary value." - New Yorker
"Mr. Holland's vivid glimpses of the aftermath of that cause célèbre of the Nineties [do] a valuable service of his father's
memory." - Saturday Review "An essential addition to Wildeana by a witness uniquely qualified to testify" - Library
Journal "A biographical tour de force" - Observer
One of the most famous love affairs in literary history is that of Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred Bosie Douglas. As a direct
consequence of this relationship, Wilde underwent three trials in 1895. In this text, Merlin Holland presents the original
transcript of the Wilde versus Queensberry trial.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the
scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it
back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your
understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
"But it is a very unimaginative nature that only cares for people on their pedestals. A pedestal may be a very unreal thing. A pillory
is a terrific reality." Thus wrote Oscar Wilde in a farewell letter to his lover Lord Alfred Douglas (Bosie) in 1897 while serving a twoyear sentence for "gross indecency with other male persons". In it, he sorts out his life and his love for Bosie, who, he feels,
abandoned him to his fate. It is an intensely personal letter that follows the stages of grief and interlaces the religious with art. It
was published in 1905, five years after Wilde’s death, and given the Latin title, ‘De Profundis’ which translates to "from the
depths". In 2016 Patti Smith went to Reading Prison, where Wilde was incarcerated, and read the letter out loud as part of an
exhibition. Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) was an Irish playwright, novelist, essayist, and poet, famous for ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’
and ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to name a couple. He was believed to be a homosexual and met a lot of resistance in his
life on that account. He died in Paris at the age of 46.
Publishes for the first time the author's original, uncensored typescript, in an annotated edition with 60 color illustrations.
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The fullest, most textural, most accurate—most human—account of Oscar Wilde's unique and dazzling life—based on extensive new
research and newly discovered materials, from Wilde's personal letters and transcripts of his first trial to newly uncovered papers
of his early romantic (and dangerous) escapades and the two-year prison term that shattered his soul and his life. "Simply the best
modern biography of Wilde." —Evening Standard Drawing on material that has come to light in the past thirty years, including newly
discovered letters, documents, first draft notebooks, and the full transcript of the libel trial, Matthew Sturgis meticulously portrays
the key events and influences that shaped Oscar Wilde's life, returning the man "to his times, and to the facts," giving us Wilde's
own experience as he experienced it. Here, fully and richly portrayed, is Wilde's Irish childhood; a dreamy, aloof boy; a stellar
classicist at boarding school; a born entertainer with a talent for comedy and a need for an audience; his years at Oxford, a brilliant
undergraduate punctuated by his reckless disregard for authority . . . his arrival in London, in 1878, "already noticeable
everywhere" . . . his ten-year marriage to Constance Lloyd, the father of two boys; Constance unwittingly welcoming young men
into the household who became Oscar's lovers, and dying in exile at the age of thirty-nine . . . Wilde's development as a
playwright. . . becoming the high priest of the aesthetic movement; his successes . . . his celebrity. . . and in later years, his
irresistible pull toward another—double—life, in flagrant defiance and disregard of England's strict sodomy laws ("the blackmailer's
charter"); the tragic story of his fall that sent him to prison for two years at hard labor, destroying his life and shattering his soul.
Oscar Wilde had one of literary history's most explosive love affairs with Lord Alfred "Bosie" Douglas. In 1895, Bosie's father, the
Marquess of Queensberry, delivered a note to the Albemarle Club addressed to "Oscar Wilde posing as sodomite." With Bosie's
encouragement, Wilde sued the Marquess for libel. He not only lost but he was tried twice for "gross indecency" and sent to prison
with two years' hard labor. With this publication of the uncensored trial transcripts, readers can for the first time in more than a
century hear Wilde at his most articulate and brilliant. The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde documents an alarmingly swift fall from grace;
it is also a supremely moving testament to the right to live, work, and love as one's heart dictates.
An Ideal Husband is an 1895 comedic stage play by Oscar Wilde which revolves around blackmail and political corruption, and
touches on the themes of public and private honour. The action is set in London, in "the present", and takes place over the course
of twenty-four hours."Sooner or later," Wilde notes, "we shall all have to pay for what we do." But he adds that, "No one should be
entirely judged by their past." Together with The Importance of Being Earnest, it is often considered Wilde's dramatic masterpiece.
After Earnest, it is his most popularly produced play.
The Real Trial of Oscar WildeHarper Collins
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